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• Choose two or three nails and apply a thin layer of CG0s, using a
flat brush and do not cure (this is the wet layer).

• Using a colour of your choice (I used CGPI05s and CGBL09s) and a
thin nail art brush, start by making three randomly placed drops of
colour on the uncured wet layer of gel. Then drag it down to create
the dripping paint effect. Also ensure that the free edge is painted
in a French-style with the same colour. Leave it to self-level for a
few seconds and cure for three minutes.

• On the remainder of the nails, apply another layer of CG0s natural
gel over the cured Calgel colour CGPI08s and do not cure (this
is the wet layer). Then, using a thin nail art brush, apply colour at
random intervals across the nail, repeat with two more colours.
I used CGPI05s, CGBL09s and CGYE05s. With a clean nail art
brush, drag lines in various directions through the uncured gel to
create the marbled effect. Leave for a few seconds to self-level
and cure in a 36 watt UV lamp for three minutes.

• Seal by applying
a layer of Calgel
non-wipe top
gel with a flat
gel brush and
cure for 90
seconds in a 36
Watt UV lamp.

• Ensure the proper nail preparation has been completed.
• Apply CG0s Calgel natural gel as a base layer to the natural nail, using a flat gel

brush and cure in a 36 watt UV lamp for 30 seconds.
• Apply a layer of Calgel nude colour gel CGPI08s and cure for two minutes.

(Repeat colour application step for a second layer)

This intriguing and 
colour-rich design  
was created by  
ELAINE TIMCKE.
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